Chance of Showers

Materials:
- Color printer
- Paper
- Scissors
- Tape

Scout Elves at Play™ Tools
- Holiday Hook
- Holiday Harness
- Glacier Grips

Claus Couture Collection Clothing
- Caroling in the Raincoat

Instructions:
To look as though they’re enjoying a rainy day adventure, your scout elf will:

1. Print the top of the umbrella and the raindrops and cut them out along the solid lines.
2. Use tape to secure the Holiday Hook to the mirror and tape the top of the umbrella to it.
3. Tape the raindrops to the mirror.
4. Put on the Caroling in the Raincoat and use the Glacier Grips and Holiday Harness to make it look as if they’re frolicking across the mirror holding the umbrella. (Helpful hint: the Holiday Harness and Glacier Grips work best on smooth surfaces, like mirrors or tile!)
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